FOREVER
LASER TRANSPARENT
(NO BACKGROUND)

Laser transfer paper for light/white textiles, jute bags and textile surfaces composed of 100% Cotton, 100% White Polyester.

PRINT SETTINGS

Paper Weight · 135gsm
Image Mode · Mirror/Reverse
Feed Mode · Multi-Purpose Tray (Bypass/Manual Feed)

PRESS SETTINGS

Pressure · High - 5bar (70 PSI)
Temperature · 180°C (356°F)
Time · 30 seconds

APPLICATION

1. Print your design onto FOREVER Laser Transparent (No Background).
2. Position textile on your heat press.
3. Position Laser Transparent (No Background) on textile.
4. Press for 30 seconds.
5. Peel immediately in a fluid motion.

For an even softer feel, cover the design with finishing paper and press for 30 seconds.

WASH & CARE

♦ Warm wash up to 40°C
♦ After washing, cover the print with baking paper and iron to rejuvenate colours.

These instructions are based on using a professional Adkins swing-around press, adjustments may be required depending on the press you are using.

This transfer paper is not suitable for application using a household iron.

This transfer paper is suitable only for Laser Printers.

Are you experiencing problems with this transfer paper?
Don’t panic, it does work.
Call us on 01244 541 647 or E-Mail info@forevertransferpaper.com